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Widget Connector for Confluence is a plugin. It is possible to use widgets for displaying events, as well as for showing news,
sports scores, weather forecast or calendars. Each widget service that is included in Widget Connector for Confluence is already
added to the plugin. It doesn’t require an installation of the widget service itself. You can use widgets for showing news, sports
scores, weather forecast or calendars. With this plugin, you can display five different widgets: 1. YouTube, 2. Myspace, 3.
Google, 4. Scribd, and 5. Vimeo. Each widget provides the possibility to display a list of 10 videos, 10 news articles, 10
documents, 10 pages, 10 calendar events or 10 sport scores. If you would like to show more than 100 items (for example, you
would like to display all your tweets), you should use this plugin in combination with the plugin Twitter Widget for Confluence.
The widgets on the plugin are called “widgets”. They can be displayed on the site in various spaces and board areas. Widget
Connector for Confluence: Provides users with useful features that help them to connect Confluence to various widget services.
If you’re having trouble editing the plugin settings, this guide will help you. Important: This plugin is limited to 5 widgets. Each
widget service is limited to 100 results per call. If you exceed these limits, the widget service will not work. #3. Twitter Widget
for Confluence (#14 in the list) By: Google Widget Connector for Confluence is a plugin. It is possible to use widgets for
displaying events, as well as for showing news, sports scores, weather forecast or calendars. Each widget service that is included
in Widget Connector for Confluence is already added to the plugin. It doesn’t require an installation of the widget service itself.
You can use widgets for showing news, sports scores, weather forecast or calendars. With this plugin, you can display five
different widgets: 1. YouTube, 2. Myspace, 3. Google, 4. Scribd, and 5. Vimeo. Each widget provides the possibility to display a
list of 10 videos, 10 news articles, 10 documents, 10 pages, 10 calendar events or 10 sport scores. If you would like to show
more than 100 items (for example
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Widget Connector for Confluence allows you to display external content into your Confluence-powered web site or page. This
plugin permits to display in your Confluence pages different types of objects such as video, image, audio, external document or
any linked URL. Widget Connector for Confluence can be used to display any other web media - image, video, audio, text,
google docs etc. Widget Connector for Confluence is particularly useful for providing easy access to external content by your
users. Configurable buttons can be used to inform your users about a fact that is described in a given page. Some buttons contain
links to web resources. For example, These pages provide you the necessary instructions on how to configure the plugin. Widget
Connector for Confluence Features: Widget Connector for Confluence allows you to embed videos and images from any video
and picture URL. All you have to do is add video/picture content by filling the necessary fields and clicking "OK". The plugin
will then check if the video or image URL has been available for more than 24 hours and will display the content from the URL
only if it fits these conditions. Widget Connector for Confluence helps you to add external documents to your Confluence
pages. In order to work the plugin needs to find and link to this document. So if your document was stored outside of your web
server, the plugin will first upload it to Confluence. Then it will search for the document's URL and add the link to the
document where the plugin found it. This plugin allows you to play video content from YouTube, Myspace, Google or Vimeo,
view documents from Scribd or Google Docs, as well as to embed calendars or sport scores from anywhere in the world. In
order to be able to use this plugin the sites hosting the given videos or documents have to have been whitelisted. The plugin
allows you to embed a linked external calendar into your Confluence pages. The calendar can be placed anywhere in the page by
selecting the desired cell. The plugin allows you to embed a linked external document into your Confluence pages. The
document can be placed anywhere in the page by selecting the desired cell. Since the plugin embeds the documents into your
Confluence page it will first upload the document to Confluence. Then it will search for the document's URL and will add the
link to the document where the plugin found it. Widget Connect 09e8f5149f
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Features: Play and view video files View Google Docs Embed a calendar or sports score View documents from Scribd or
Google Docs Embed a map View MP3 from Myspace or Google Music View images from Facebook Quickly navigate to a
particular page in Confluence View a photo album View a document from Scribd or Google Docs Connect to YouTube Quickly
navigate to a particular page in Confluence Mute or mute a section of text in a page Create a bookmark of a page Create a new
page View a website address from your clipboard View a website address from a pasteboard View a web page in a new browser
tab View a web page in a new browser tab in a new window View a web page in a new browser tab in a new window Follow a
link Attach a file to a link Share a page Print a page Attach a file to a link Open an attached file Read a page of text Format text
Insert an image Insert an audio file Insert a video file Insert a presentation file Insert a Quick Part Delete a Quick Part Cut a
Quick Part Paste a Quick Part Paste a paragraph Delete a paragraph Select a paragraph Create a comment on a page Share a
page Embed a YouTube video or a Vimeo video Quickly navigate to a particular page in Confluence Quickly navigate to a
particular page in Confluence Copy a link address of a page Edit a page Inspect a page Search a page See the status of a page
See the history of a page See the statistics of a page Control if a widget is visible Unhide a widget Resize a widget Add a widget
to the sidebar Remove a widget from the sidebar View a calendar View a sports score Embed a map View a photo album View a
document from Scribd or Google Docs View a document from Scribd or Google Docs Embed a photo Insert an audio file Insert
a video file Insert a presentation file

What's New In?

Widget Connector for Confluence is a desktop add-in for Confluence application to connect Confluence with internet services.
The add-in help Confluence users to - play, view, embed files from YouTube, Myspace, Google or Vimeo - view documents
from Scribd or Google Docs - embed calendar or sport scores - play music files from Songza or Pandora The add-in is simple
and handy to use. All it takes is a click to play a video file or to open a document. You can also view a document on-the-fly with
Confluence PagePreview view (optional). Moreover, as the Confluence add-in works on any Windows, it saves you the trouble
of setting up the platform (like Apache Tomcat) and developing the code. With this add-in you can also enjoy cool features
from Songza or Pandora. The add-in is intended for Confluence version 5.x Widget Connector for Confluence Requirements:
*Confluence 5.x - Mobi.com I've developed an add-in for Confluence it connects Confluence with URL service of Linkedin to
let users fill their Linkedin profile when they access the Confluence from their Linkedin account and vice versa, it also make
Confluence able to fill the LinkedIn profile from the Linkedin account. Wizard - Add-ins are self-contained extensions that add
functionality to the Confluence application and are grouped under a single menu (Wizard). If more than one Wizard is available
for the same feature, user will be able to choose the Wizard based on their preferences. Widget-based Wizards can be enabled
by the user either from the Tools menu or from the Help menu. Wizard Description: Today, the most popular and most often
used add-ins are the Widget-based Wizards. The typical example of the add-in is the Web Calendar which is the choice for most
users Widget Connector for Confluence Description: Widget Connector for Confluence is a desktop add-in for Confluence
application to connect Confluence with internet services. The add-in help Confluence users to - play, view, embed files from
YouTube, Myspace, Google or Vimeo - view documents from Scribd or Google Docs - embed calendar or sport scores - play
music files from Songza or Pandora The add-in is simple and handy to use. All it takes is a click
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System Requirements For Widget Connector For Confluence:

Minimum Requirements: OS: Windows 7/8 (32-bit / 64-bit) Windows 7/8 (32-bit / 64-bit) CPU: Dual-Core 2.4GHz or faster
processor or Quad Core Dual-Core 2.4GHz or faster processor or Quad Core RAM: 4GB (4GB of RAM is required) 4GB (4GB
of RAM is required) GPU: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 or better NVIDIA GeForce 8800 or better Display: Multi-Monitor support,
ATSC/VESA
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